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1. Introduction

( 𝑎,
® 𝑎®0 ) ∈I

1

𝑛𝑞

where 𝑎® = (𝑎 1 , . . . , 𝑎 𝑛𝑞 ) combine flavour 𝑓𝑖 , colour indices 𝑐 𝑖 , spinor indices 𝛼𝑖 , and spacetime
𝑎1 ,...,𝑎𝑛
𝑓 ,𝑐
indices 𝑥 𝑖 of quark fields 𝑞(𝑎 𝑖 ) ≡ 𝑞 𝛼𝑖𝑖 𝑖 (𝑥 𝑖 ); 𝑊𝑎0 ,...,𝑎0 𝑞 combines tensors in 𝒪 which project
𝑛𝑞
1
onto the correct set of quantum numbers; and 𝑛𝑞 = 𝑛𝑢 + 𝑛 𝑑 , where 𝑛𝑢 (𝑛 𝑑 ) denotes the number
of up (down) quark fields in operator 𝒪. The set of values over which 𝑎 𝑖 , 𝑎 0𝑗 range, given by
I = {( 𝑎,
® 𝑎®0) | 𝑊𝑎𝑎®®0 ≠ 0}, is referred to as the index set and its cardinality |I| is referred to as the
index size. The number of floating-point operations required to directly evaluate 𝐶 scales as the
product of the index size |I| and the number of quark-level Wick contractions, which is given by
𝑛𝑢 !𝑛 𝑑 ! in the case where 𝒪 contains only quark fields rather than their adjoints.
In order to construct nuclear correlation functions, we must first construct quark-level interpolating operators with the desired set of quantum numbers. A convenient approach for multi-baryon
systems is to combine local baryon interpolating operators by tying together uncontracted spinor
indices. We consider the following set of single baryon operators (examples of 𝒪):
𝑝 𝛼 (𝑥) = 𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 (𝑢𝑇𝑎 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 )𝑑 𝑏 (𝑥))𝑢 𝑐𝛼 (𝑥)

(proton)

𝑛 𝛼 (𝑥) = 𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 (𝑑𝑇𝑎 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 )𝑢 𝑏 (𝑥))𝑑 𝑐𝛼 (𝑥)

(neutron)

𝑝 ±𝛼 (𝑥)
𝑛±𝛼 (𝑥)

=
=

𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 (𝑢𝑇𝑎 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 𝑃± )𝑑 𝑏 (𝑥))𝑢 𝑐𝛼 (𝑥)
𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 (𝑑𝑇𝑎 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 𝑃± )𝑢 𝑏 (𝑥))𝑑 𝑐𝛼 (𝑥)

(non-relativistic proton)
(non-relativistic neutron),

where 𝑃± = 21 (1 ± 𝛾4 ). From single baryon operators, we may construct a selection of multi-baryon
operators (examples of 𝒪):
𝐷 𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝑛𝑇 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝑝(𝑥)
(Dinucleon I)


1
𝐷 𝐼 𝐼 (𝑥) = √ 𝑛𝑇 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝑝(𝑥) − 𝑝𝑇 (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 )𝑛(𝑥)
(Dinucleon II)
2
𝑗
𝑗
3
𝐻𝑒 𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝑝𝑇− (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 )𝑛+ (𝑥) 𝑝 + (𝑥)
(Helium-3 I)
h
1
𝑗
𝑗
3
𝐻𝑒 𝐼 𝐼 (𝑥) = √ 𝑝𝑇− (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 )𝑛+ (𝑥) 𝑝 + (𝑥) − 𝑝𝑇+ (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 )𝑛+ (𝑥) 𝑝 −𝑗 (𝑥)
6
𝑗
+𝑛𝑇+ (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝑝 + (𝑥) 𝑝 −𝑗 (𝑥) − 𝑛𝑇+ (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝑝 − (𝑥) 𝑝 + (𝑥)
i
𝑗
𝑗
+𝑝𝑇+ (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝑝 − (𝑥)𝑛+ (𝑥) − 𝑝𝑇− (𝑥) (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝑝 + (𝑥)𝑛+ (𝑥)

(2)

(Helium-3 II)

(note that 𝐷 𝐼 𝐼 and 3 𝐻𝑒 𝐼 𝐼 project spin and isospin quantum numbers while 𝐷 𝐼 and 3 𝐻𝑒 𝐼 do not).

2
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This work will explore the use of lattice QCD in the ab initio study of the properties and
interactions of multi-hadron systems directly from QCD. There are deep physical and numerical
challenges in this regard, including a proliferation of possibilities for interpolating operators that
couple to low energy states, factorial scaling of contraction complexity in general, signal-to-noise
scaling [1–3], and potentially dominating floating-point precision errors [4]. The focus of this work
is the computational resource scaling associated with numerically evaluating correlation functions
built from interpolating operators possessing the quantum numbers of a multi-hadron system. For
a given set of quantum numbers, a two-point correlation function takes the form:
D
E
Õ
𝑎1 ,...,𝑎𝑛
𝐶 = h𝒪 0𝒪† i =
𝑊𝑎0 ,...,𝑎0 𝑞 𝑞(𝑎 1 ) . . . 𝑞(𝑎 𝑛𝑞 )𝑞(𝑎 10 ) . . . 𝑞(𝑎 𝑛0 𝑞 ) ,
(1)
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2. Hadron Blocks
The formulation of multi-hadron correlation function contractions in terms of single hadron
® constructed
building blocks has been explored in Refs. [5–8]. A hadron block is a tensor, 𝑓 𝑝®ℎ (𝑥 0, 𝜉),
® created
from the constituent quarks of a hadron ℎ with colour and spinor indices bundled into 𝜉,
at a fixed source spacetime location 𝑥 0 and annihilated as a (momentum-projected to 𝑝® and colour® we can compute
contracted) hadron at the sink. In the case of a single proton block, 𝑓 𝑝®𝑃 (𝑥 0, 𝜉),
the
indices for both the hadron
 necessary Wick contractions
 using explicit colour and
 spinor
 block
𝑓 ,𝑐𝑐0
𝑓 ,𝑐
𝑓 ,𝑐0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
®
𝜉 = (𝑎 , 𝛽 , 𝑏 , 𝛾 , 𝑐 , 𝛼 , 𝛼) and the quark propagator 𝑆 𝛼 𝛼0 (𝑥, 𝑥 ) ≡ 𝑞 𝛼 (𝑥)𝑞 𝛼0 (𝑥 ) via:
® ≡ 𝑓 𝑃 (𝑥 0, 𝑎 0, 𝛽 0, 𝑏 0, 𝛾 0, 𝑐 0, 𝛼 0) 𝛼
𝑓 𝑝®𝑃 (𝑥 0, 𝜉)
𝑝®
+
*
Õ
0
0
0
𝑏
B
𝑒 −𝑖 𝑝® · 𝑥® 𝑝 𝛼 (𝑥)𝑢 𝑎𝛽0 (𝑥 0)𝑑 𝛾0 (𝑥 0)𝑢 𝑐𝛼0 (𝑥 0)
𝑥

=

Õ

=

Õ

D
E
0
0
𝑏0
𝑒 −𝑖 𝑝® · 𝑥® 𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 Γ𝛽𝛾 𝑢 𝑎𝛽 (𝑥)𝑑 𝛾𝑏 (𝑥)𝑢 𝑐𝛼 (𝑥)𝑢 𝑎𝛽0 (𝑥 0)𝑑 𝛾0 (𝑥 0)𝑢 𝑐𝛼0 (𝑥 0)

𝑥

h
i
0
𝑢,𝑎𝑎0
𝑑,𝑏𝑏0
0 𝑢,𝑐𝑎0
0
0 𝑢,𝑐𝑐0
0
0
𝑒 −𝑖 𝑝® · 𝑥® 𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 Γ𝛽𝛾 𝑆 𝑢,𝑎𝑐
(𝑥,
𝑥
)𝑆
(𝑥,
𝑥
)
−
𝑆
(𝑥,
𝑥
)𝑆
(𝑥,
𝑥
)
𝑆 𝛾𝛾
0
0 (𝑥, 𝑥 ).
0
0
0
𝛼𝛼
𝛽𝛼
𝛼𝛽
𝛽𝛽

𝑥

(3)
The primary advantage of this construction is that block expressions are typically re-used many
times during the course of evaluating particular choices of multi-hadron correlators. The factorial
number of Wick contractions in the correlator is suppressed by a factor of 2 𝐴 for 𝐴 baryons, but
without block expression re-use this computation cost is merely transferred to the hadron block
evaluation. To measure the performance improvement associated with using hadron blocks, Figure
1 compares wall-clock time for the correlator computation (excluding propagator computation) on
a 643 volume using the dinucleon II operator in Eq. (2) and the helium-4 operator given in Ref.
[10].
Figure 1 demonstrates that hadron blocks offer a clear performance improvement, even for
two-hadron systems. Note that the cost to compute the block expressions (shown in blue) remains
3
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The literature explores and evaluates a number of existing algorithms to reduce the numerical
work associated with multi-hadron contractions. The formulation into hadron blocks, as described
and evaluated in § 2, has been explored in Refs. [5–8] in the context of nuclei. The construction of
Index Lists, as described in Ref. [6], pre-computes the minimal subset of the index set of a numerically expensive tensor which has a non-vanishing contribution to the correlator. We construct and
use Index Lists in our implementation of hadron blocks in § 2. The
D matrix determinant formulation,E
as devised in Ref. [5], re-casts the quark-level Wick contraction 𝑞(𝑎 1 ) . . . 𝑞(𝑎 𝑛𝑞 )𝑞(𝑎 10 ) . . . 𝑞(𝑎 𝑛0 𝑞 )
as the determinant of a block matrix containing quark propagator elements 𝑆(𝑎 𝑖 ; 𝑎 0𝑗 ) ≡ 𝑞(𝑎 𝑖 )𝑞(𝑎 0𝑗 ).
When combined with LU factorisation
 [9], the asymptotic scaling of the number of operations is

3
3
reduced from O (𝑛𝑢 !𝑛 𝑑 !) to O 𝑛𝑢 𝑛 𝑑 . The index size scaling, which for light nuclei is the dominant
scaling factor, is left unchanged.
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constant1 in baryon number, whilst the cost to contract these blocks to form the multi-hadron correlator (shown in brown) scales factorially. The block expression cost does not benefit significantly
from further symmetry-based optimisation, so the focus of the remaining sections will be the correlator cost itself (shown in brown).

3. Empirical Symmetry Properties
The following investigates some of the term-wise symmetry properties of the particular multibaryon correlators under consideration. Under the hadron block construction, correlators of 𝐴
baryons take the general form:

𝐶=

𝑁𝑤
Õ

( 𝑁Γ ,𝑘)
ℎ1
𝑤 𝑘 𝜖 𝑎1 𝑏1 𝑐1 . . . 𝜖 𝑎 𝐴 𝑏 𝐴 𝑐 𝐴 Γ (1,𝑘)
𝛼1 𝛽1 . . . Γ 𝛼𝑁 𝛽 𝑁 𝑓 𝑝®
Γ

Γ

(1,𝑘)




0
𝑥 (1,𝑘) , 𝜉®(1,𝑘) . . . 𝑓 𝑝®ℎ 𝐴

( 𝐴,𝑘)




0
𝑥 ( 𝐴,𝑘) , 𝜉®( 𝐴,𝑘) ,

𝑘=1

(4)
For example, the correlator for dinucleon I in Eq. (2) has 𝒪 = 𝐷 𝐼 (𝑥), 𝐴 = 2, 𝑁Γ = 4, 𝑁 𝑤 = 9,
ℎ1 = 𝑃, ℎ2 = 𝑁, and the 𝑘 = 1 term for Eqn. (4) is:
𝜖 𝑎1 𝑏1 ,𝑐1 𝜖 𝑎2 𝑏2 𝑐2 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼1 𝛽1 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼2 𝛽2 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼3 𝛽3 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼4 𝛽4 ×
× 𝑓®𝑃 (𝑥 0, 𝑎 1 , 𝛼2 , 𝑏 1 , 𝛽2 , 𝑐 1 , 𝛼3 ) 𝛼1 𝑓®𝑁 (𝑥 0, 𝑎 2 , 𝛼4 , 𝑏 2 , 𝛽4 , 𝑐 2 , 𝛽3 ) 𝛽1 .
0

0

1Hadron Block cost differs between relativistic (e.g. dinucleon II) and non-relativistic (e.g. helium-4) forms.

4

(5)
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Figure 1: Hadron block benchmark, measuring wall-clock time in milliseconds on a single core of an Intel
Xeon Scalable Cascade Lake processor; lattice volume 643 . The helium-4 correlator without hadron blocks
was too costly to perform here, but an upper bound on the number of floating point operations required is
1022 .
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When all internal indices {𝑎 𝑖 }, {𝑏 𝑖 }, {𝑐 𝑖 }, {𝛼𝑖 }, {𝛽𝑖 } are summed over, we are left with strings of
0
𝑓𝑞®ℎ (e
𝑥 , 𝜂)
® factors:
𝐶=

e𝑤
𝑁
Õ

𝑤
e𝑘 𝑓𝑞®ℎ1

(1,𝑘)

 0

e
𝑥 (1,𝑘) , 𝜂®(1,𝑘) . . . 𝑓𝑞®ℎ 𝐴

( 𝐴,𝑘)

 0

e
𝑥 ( 𝐴,𝑘) , 𝜂®( 𝐴,𝑘) ,

(6)

𝑘=1

where 𝜂®𝑖,𝑘 are bundles of fixed colour/spinor values (note the notation change 𝜉® → 𝜂® to differentiate
e
contracted and fixed index bundles), 𝑤
e𝑘 are nthe new
o weights after expansion, 𝑁 𝑤 is the number of
0
terms in the expanded expression for 𝐶, and e
𝑥 𝑖,𝑘 are the source spacetime points of the expanded
0

0

expression (noting that e
𝑥 𝑖,𝑘 ≠ 𝑥 𝑖,𝑘 in general). For example, the correlator for dinucleon I in Eq.
(2) has the 𝑘 = 1 term for Eqn. (6) given by:
𝑓®𝑃 (𝑥 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 1)1 𝑓®𝑁 (𝑥 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2)2 .
0

(7)

0

0

0

We may then canonically order the factors 𝑓𝑞®ℎ (e
𝑥 , 𝜂)
® using lexicographic order on (ℎ, 𝑞,
®e
𝑥 , 𝜂)
®
tuples, and assign multiplicities to identical terms. Performing this process with the operators
5
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Figure 2: Multiplicity histograms for dinucleon I/II and helium-3 I/II operators in Eq. (2), where multiplicities are computed as the number of identical terms in the expansion of Eq. (4) after canonical ordering of
terms.
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(1)
𝑇122

(2)
𝑇232

5

(2)
𝑇232

1

(2)
𝑇323

−1

←→

(1)
𝑇123
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(1) (2)
(1) (2)
(1) (2)
𝐸 = 5 𝑇122
𝑇232 + 𝑇123
𝑇 − 𝑇123
𝑇323
 232

(1) (2)
(1)
(2)
(2)
= 5 𝑇122
𝑇232 + 𝑇123
𝑇232
− 𝑇323

(2)
Figure 3: Abstract Factor Tree example (left) with corresponding tensor expression 𝐸 (right). 𝑇𝑖(1)
𝑗 𝑘 , 𝑇𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 are
rank-3 tensors.

for dinucleon I/II and helium-3 I/II in Eq. (2) yields multiplicity histograms in Figure 2. The
multiplicity power law relationship seen in Figure 2 suggests that significant computational savings
can be made by computing each degenerate term once, adjusting the coefficients by multiplicity.
This idea also motivates factor trees as explored in § 4.

4. Factor Trees
Starting with the observations of empirical symmetry properties, as explored in § 3, together
0
with the property that the set of factors { 𝑓𝑞®ℎ (e
𝑥 , 𝜂)}
® is small compared with the set of terms in
𝐶, we can expect a high degree of both term-wise and factor-wise ‘compression’ in multiplicity
accumulation and factorisation. To target expressions of this type we construct factor trees, in
which the sum of all root-to-leaf paths through the tree, weighted by the leaf coefficients, is equal
to the original tensor expression.
A natural way to represent an abstract factor tree that corresponds to a tensor expression 𝐸 as
in Figure 3 on a computer might be to represent each node as a structure and to form links between
the nodes using pointers. This would be highly inefficient in two senses: first, it doesn’t exploit
the predictable access pattern (depth-first traversal) that evaluation of the factor trees entails and
would as a result be significantly memory access bound; and second, it would have a large memory
footprint, taken up almost entirely by pointers of 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 relationships. A representation
that is much more efficient on both counts is given by a linearised factor tree. As shown in Figure
4, a linearised factor tree is represented by three arrays: factors, children, and coefficients. The
factors array is given by the depth-first traversal of the vertices of the abstract factor tree. The
children array is given by the number of children of the vertices in depth-first traversal order. The
coefficients array is the list of leaf coefficients in depth-first traversal order.
To measure the performance improvement associated with using factor trees, Figure 5 compares
wall-clock time for correlator computation (excluding propagator and hadron block computation)
using the helium-3 I/II operators as in Eq. (2). Figure 5 demonstrates that factor trees offer between
6
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Abstract Factor Tree
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(1)
𝑇122

(2)
𝑇232

5
h
i
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(2)
factors = ◦, 𝑇122
, 𝑇232
, 𝑇123
, 𝑇232
, 𝑇323

(2)
𝑇232

1

←→

children = [2, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0]

(1)
𝑇123

coefficients = [5, 1, −1]
(2)
𝑇323

−1

(b) Linearised Factor Tree

Figure 4: Relationship between an abstract factor tree (a) and the corresponding linearised factor tree (b).
Example as in Figure 3.

Figure 5: Factor tree benchmark, measuring wall-clock time in milliseconds on a single core of an Intel
Xeon Scalable Cascade Lake processor; lattice volume 643 .

one and two orders of magnitude improvement over unoptimised correlator computations for light
nuclei using Hadron Blocks. An up-front computational cost for constructing the factor tree not
included in Figure 5 is required and proportional to the unoptimised correlator computational cost.
The extra calculation, however, is only required before the first configuration is analysed and hence
the cost may be amortised over the full set of configurations. Although the factor tree method
shows promising speed-ups for small nuclei, it should be noted that the memory used will become
prohibitive for large nuclei2.

2Constructing factor trees directly to hard-disk could extend the method to larger nuclei.

7
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(a) Abstract Factor Tree
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5. Tensor E-graphs
E-graphs (equality graphs) compactly represent and compute a congruence relation over a
set of expressions defined by a re-write rule. E-graphs were originally developed for automated
theorem provers, and have recently shown success when used in program optimisation [11]. An
e-graph is a tuple (𝑈, 𝑀, 𝐻) where:

• 𝑀 is a map from e-class ids to e-classes; all equivalent e-class ids map to the same e-class,
• 𝐻 is a hash-cons (see Ref. [11]) mapping e-nodes to e-class ids.
Here we present tensor e-graphs, in which each e-node is a tensor expression 𝐸 and the initial
e-graph is the set of tensor expressions representing the correlator 𝐶. The full tensor e-graph is built
by repeatedly applying to each e-node 𝐸 the re-write rule given in Figure 6 to produce candidate
e1 , 𝐸
e2 .
common subexpressions 𝐸

Figure 6: Tensor e-graph re-write rule for a tensor expression 𝐸, with 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆 ±|𝐸 | (signed symmetric group3)
permuting the index slots of 𝐸 through action 𝐸 𝜎 = 𝐸 1 𝐸 2 for subexpressions 𝐸 1 , 𝐸 2 related to child e-nodes
e𝑘 (see Ref. [13]). E-nodes are notated by circles and
through tensor expression canonicalisation 𝐸 𝑘 → 𝐸
e-classes are notated by dashed rectangles.
𝜎

In order to restrict the rather large class of possible re-writes 𝐸 −→ 𝐸 𝜎 = 𝐸 1 𝐸 2 , we introduce two
conditions:
1. Both 𝐸 1 and 𝐸 2 must contain at least one summed index
2. At least one of 𝐸 1 or 𝐸 2 must contain at least one fully summed tensor.
For example, take 𝐸 = 𝜖𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝜖𝑙𝑚𝑛𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑙 𝑇𝑛𝑚𝑘 for any rank-3 tensor 𝑇 and consider the subexpressions 𝐸 1 = 𝜖 𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑙 and 𝐸 2 = 𝜖𝑙𝑚𝑛𝑇𝑛𝑚𝑘 . The canonical forms of these sub-expressions are
e1 = 𝜖 𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑙 = 𝐸
e2 , noting that 𝐸 2 → 𝐸
e2 introduces a relative minus sign from the exchange of anti𝐸
symmetric indices 𝜖𝑙𝑚𝑛 = −𝜖 𝑛𝑚𝑙 . The signed permutation 𝜎 keeps track of both the rearrangement
of tensors 𝜖𝜖𝑇𝑇 → 𝜖𝑇𝜖𝑇 and the relative sign induced by the tensor expression canonicalisation
process. In this case, 𝜎 = −(4 7) (5 8) (6 9) (7 9) using (signed) cycle notation. This re-write,
as depicted in Figure 7 can be used to extract a common sub-expression 𝐵 𝑘𝑙 = 𝜖 𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑙 so that by
3Formally, 𝑆 ±|𝐸 | is defined by the external wreath product Z2 o 𝑆 |𝐸 | for symmetric group 𝑆 |𝐸 | ; see Ref. [14].
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• 𝑈 is a union-find data structure (see Refs. [11, 12]) storing an equivalence relation over
e-class ids (an e-class is a set of equivalent e-nodes; an e-node is a function symbol paired
with a list of children e-classes),

Nabil Humphrey
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permuting the index slots of 𝐸 by 𝜎 (i.e. 𝑖 𝑗 𝑘𝑙𝑚𝑛𝑖 𝑗𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑘 → −𝑖 𝑗 𝑘𝑖 𝑗𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑘) and discarding the
index slots summed in 𝐵, we may express 𝐸 = −𝐵 𝑘𝑙 𝐵𝑙𝑘 .

A tensor e-graph is constructed by repeated application of the re-write rule until the saturation
limit, where no further non-redundant re-writes may be performed, is reached. Often, it is not
computationally feasible to reach the saturation limit, and the tensor e-graph construction process
terminates after a set e-node limit has been reached.
After a tensor e-graph has been constructed, the optimal sub-expression decomposition scheme
(i.e. the desired computational strategy) may be extracted by making a recursive selection within
each e-class of the e-node maximising an objective function. Here we use the objective function
such that when evaluated on an e-node is given by the number of excess parents from distinct
e-classes, multiplied by the number of floating point operations required to evaluate the tensor
expression represented by that e-node. This objective function is chosen to maximise the re-use of
common sub-expressions weighted by how expensive they are to compute, so as to minimise the
total computational cost. The provably optimal objective function remains open.
Applying this process to the correlator for the dinucleon II operator as in Eq. (2) yields the
following two example common subexpressions:
® 𝑎, 𝛼 0, 𝑑, 𝛽 0, 𝑏, 𝛾 0) 𝑓 𝑁 ( 0,
® 𝑒, 𝛾, 𝑐, 𝛿 0, 𝑓 , 𝛿),
B1 (𝛼 0, 𝛽 0, 𝛾 0, 𝛿 0) = 𝜖 𝑎𝑏𝑐 𝜖 𝑑𝑒 𝑓 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼𝛽 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛾 𝛿 𝑓 𝑃 ® ( 0,
®
𝛼, 0

𝛽, 0

(8)
0

0

0

0

0

0

B2 (𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑑 , 𝑒 , 𝑓 )
® 𝑎 0, 𝛾, 𝑏 0, 𝜎, 𝑐 0, 𝜌) 𝑓 𝑁 ( 0,
® 𝑑 0, 𝜇, 𝑒 0, 𝛿, 𝑓 0, 𝜈).
= (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼𝛽 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛾 𝛿 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝜎𝜌 (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝜇𝜈 𝑓 𝑃 ® ( 0,
®
𝛼, 0

𝛽, 0

(9)
Note that both B1 and B2 satisfy the two re-write restrictions since they both contain the fully
summed tensor (𝐶𝛾5 ) 𝛼𝛽 , for example. The correlator for the dinucleon II operator is optimally
computed by first computing B1 and B2 , and then contracting the remaining indices. Future work
will measure the performance improvement attained by reusing B1 and B2 in the contraction.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
In this work, we have explored a number of ways to accelerate the computation of correlation
functions of multi-hadron systems in the context of lattice QCD. The construction of factor trees
9
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Figure 7: Tensor e-graph re-write rule for tensor expression 𝐸 = 𝜖𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝜖𝑙𝑚𝑛𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑙 𝑇𝑛𝑚𝑘 with a rank-3 tensor 𝑇.
e1 = 𝜖 𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑙 only appears once in the e-graph, enabling its re-use.
Common sub-expression 𝐸
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shows promising speed-ups for certain choices of interpolating operators of light nuclei once the tree
construction cost has been amortised over several iterations, but its applicability to heavier nuclei
is constrained by memory limitations. The bulk of the correlator cost for interpolating operators
of light nuclei remains in the hadron block evaluation. The construction of optimal evaluation
schemes through tensor e-graphs is a potential avenue for performance improvements for larger
nuclei, although rigorous demonstration of this possibility is left for future work.
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